The work presented in this paper deals with a proactive network monitoring for security and protection of computing infrastructures. We provide an exploitation of an intelligent module, in the form of a as a machine learning application using deep learning modeling, in order to enhance functionality of intrusion detection system supervising network traffic flows. Currently, intrusion detection systems work well for network monitoring in near real-time and they effectively deal with threats in a reactive way. Deep learning is the emerging generation of artificial intelligence techniques and one of the most promising candidates for intelligence integration into traditional solutions leading to quality improvement of the original solutions. The work presented in this paper faces the challenge of cooperation between deep learning techniques and large-scale data processing. The outcomes obtained from extensive and careful experiments show the applicability and feasibility of simultaneously modelled multiple monitoring channels using deep learning techniques. The proper joining of deep learning modelling with scalable data preprocessing ensures high quality and stability of model performance in dynamic and fast-changing environments such as network traffic flow monitoring.
• Volumetric-temporal anomalies indicate changes in usual traffic conditions for particular time slots; e.g., traffic protocol volume, number of connections or connected machines at a specific time.
• Connection anomalies including geographic anomalies like changes in the network connection pattern and user anomalies such as suspicious activity of users like unauthorized or malicious use of resources. Other specific anomalies such as protocol anomalies (related to attacks that violate protocol specifications) or businessdefined anomalies (that require special treatments) are not in the focus of this work. Most of the current IDSs are capable to respond in real-time or near real-time to network activities. This is primarily achieved by reactive solutions typically as a set of rules [10] [11] [12] . However, there is a lack of proactive solutions within existing IDSs (Section II-A), which is an open challenge for research and development in this area.
Deep learning (DL) is the emerging generation of artificial intelligence techniques [13] , [14] . Recent advancements in this field have made DL one of the most promising candidates for intelligence integration into traditional solutions to improve their quality. DL evolution as a part of naturalinspired techniques has tailored to proactive time series forecasting with applications covering industrial and life areas such as energy consumption, predictive maintenance, remote sensing and financial services [15] [16] [17] . A common feature of these applications is processing of continuous information flows and adaptation to situations. In this context the cooperation of AI, in particular DL techniques with IDSs, is unavoidable although their usage and potential are still not fully exploited.
The scope of this work covers the proactive approach of network monitoring towards detection of abnormal states in monitored channels in order to protect computing infrastructures ( Figure 1) . The work proposes a design of an intelligent module that aims to help network administrators to improve monitoring and security protection. The outstanding feature of the work is the cooperation of the cutting edge technologies such as DL [18] , large-scale data processing [19] and modern network IDS [10] . Obtained outcomes show the applicability and feasibility of modelling multiple monitoring channels using DL techniques. The work also presents the close to the production state of the intelligent module deployment in cooperation with scalable data processing and IDS supervising network flows.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section II reviews existing studies and explains our work direction and contributions. Section III presents our system architecture (both for development and deployment) of the intelligent module using deep learning techniques, which cooperates with IDS supervising network traffic flows. Section IV describes the learning phase with proactive forecasting for network traffic monitoring. Details about large-scale data processing and feature engineering are presented in Section V. Section VI contains experiments and evaluations of our approach to prove its effectiveness and feasibility in real production. Section VII concludes main points of the work as well outlines its future development and extension.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK A. INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEMS
Intrusion detection systems (IDSs) are well-known tools used to monitor and detect suspicious activities in computer networks. They are software applications tailored to monitor network traffic in order to detect malicious activities or non allowed network traffic. These systems are designed to process massive volumes of continuously produced time-ordered raw data with time-limited processing constraints. IDSs must react promptly to occurring events, thus alerts are raised in time and threats can be handled appropriately. Currently, IDSs are based on the following approaches [7] :
• Misuse-based detection, also known as knowledgebased detection or signature-based detection, focuses on the detection of intrusions based on the signatures of already known threats, specified in a predefined rule set.
• Anomaly-based detection considers an anomaly as a deviation from a known behavior (or profiles), representing the normal or expected behaviors derived from monitoring regular activities over a period of time. Other detection approaches such as specification-based (or also known as stateful protocol analysis), which depend on vendor-developed generic profiles for specific protocols are not in the focus of this work. All of the above approaches respond to (recent) past events or situations.
According to the systems that can be monitored, IDSs are divided into network IDSs, host IDSs, wireless IDSs, and their combinations. There is a large number of IDSs for network monitoring and the most well-known are:
• ZEEK/Bro [10] is an open source misuse detection system that monitors network traffic to identify intrusions in real-time by parsing the network traffic and extracting semantics for application level information. Subsequently, it uses a module to analyze and match the input traffic pattern against stored signatures. ZEEK/Bro is capable of performing detection without dropping any network packet and being faster than its competitors. It includes an extended set of scripts to support detection of signature-based and event-oriented attacks with low number of false alarms.
• Snort [20] is a lightweight signature-based IDS that inspects TCP/IP traffic to identify network intrusions based on feature rules and a content pattern matching procedure. Once a packet matches a specified rule pattern, Snort offers three actions: pass rules to drop the packet, log rules to write the full packet selected by a user at runtime, and alert rules to generate a certain set of alarms as specified by the user.
• Nessus [11] is an open source plug-in based detection system for vulnerability identification. Its plug-ins are expected to be written very carefully so that they identify their known types of intrusions (knowledge-based detection) with minimum false alarms.
• Suricata [21] is a network IDS, which uses the signature method to detect a cyber attack. It operates by fetching one packet at a time from the system to be preprocessed and then feeds the core engine running the detection algorithms. Suricata evaluates packet from the feed and raises an alert if it considers it to be malicious.
Apart from the above mentioned network IDSs, there is a number of other products that can be used to perform intrusion detection to some extent: Zabbix [22] is a monitoring engine with trend prediction (regression); the host monitoring system OSSEC [23] that uses both signature and profile-based methods to detect cyber attacks; or Rapid7 [24] the secure facility for IoT devices. However, the main scope of this work is focused on IDSs for network surveillance.
Most of the current IDSs are capable to respond to network activities in real-time or near real-time. This is primarily achieved by reactive solutions (typically as if-then statements/rules) covering specific types of known usage patterns (misuse detection) or deviation from standard conditions (anomaly-based detection). The weakness of misuse detection is the lack of real labelled datasets of known patterns in real production. The weakness of anomaly-based detection is its low accuracy in dynamic environments where observed events change over time [7] [8] [9] .
Based on above references and to the best of our knowledge, there is evidently lacking of proactive monitoring solutions within network IDSs, which stands as an open challenge for research and development in the field of network monitoring and security protection.
B. PROACTIVE FORECASTING AND DEEP LEARNING
Proactive techniques tend to be based on control theory like queueing models [25] or probability estimation [26] . If the monitoring is based on time-ordered data sequences then data mining using sequence modeling, especially time series forecasting [27] , [28] is in the center of many research and development efforts. Its evolution is as follows.
Statistic approaches such as autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA), autoregressive moving average (ARMA), moving average (MA) and variances, are aimed on prediction of the future values of a time series using regression over the past values of the dependent variable and modeling the stochastic part of them [29] , for example, for failure detection [30] . The main limitation is their linear form and that they are not appropriate for a stationary time series (i.e., mean, variance, and autocorrelation should be approximately constant in time [31] ). In addition, with the growing size of datasets [32] statistical models hardly capture non-linear patterns to cover the variety that is characteristic for dynamic sequence data [33] .
Machine learning (ML) is mainly used in a reactive way. For instance, fault diagnostics and prognostics in energy sector [34] or failure detection in high-performance computing system [35] with decision tree, support vector machines (SVM), artificial neural network (ANN) and k-nearest neighbors (kNN). ML is also used for proactive forecasting such as trend monitoring with regression implementation and threshold specification in Zabbix [12] . The main limitation of ML approach is the prediction accuracy, which is often improved using fuzzy techniques [34] , [36] .
Meta-heuristic approach with natural-inspired algorithms [37] is considered as a higher level of heuristic approach (e.g., ML). They are also considered as more generalized and less domain-knowledge dependent. These techniques trade quality of the solution for run time, by finding good but not necessarily the optimal solution within a feasible time. These algorithms include genetic algorithms (GA) [38] , particle swarm optimization (PSO) [39] with variances such as coral reefs optimization (CRO) [40] , galactic swarm optimization (GSO) [41] , whale optimization algorithm (WOA) [42] as well as their hybridization and evolution. Meta-heuristic algorithms, for example, are used to optimize neural networks for proactive cloud resource auto-scaling [43] , [44] .
Neural networks as a sub-field of ML provide advantages of nonlinear modeling. Recently, deep neural networks are considered to be capable of learning high-level features with more complexity and abstraction due to the larger number of hidden layers. They can be effectively used to achieve higher accuracy in inference tasks [18] .
Deep learning success [13] , [14] is believed to be due to the confluence of 3 different factors: 1) new algorithmic advances that have significantly improved application accuracy and broadened applicable domains; 2) availability of huge amounts of data to train neural networks; 3) increasing computing power. DL techniques are compute-intensive, but they are promising in predictive quality [18] . DL can significantly contribute to proactive forecasting as well as anomaly detection in time-ordered data as presented in the recent literature and application report [45] .
As a part of DL, recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [46] with internal self-looped cells have been shown to be a promising approach in many domains, for example in fault diagnosis of power plants [15] due to their ability to model long term non-linear dependencies in time. However, RNNs experience vanishing gradient and exploding gradient problems. Long short-term memory (LSTM) is a special RNN block, which was designed to address RNN drawbacks [46] . LSTM is able to learn from time series with long time spans; it is currently considered as the most well-known for its time series forecasting performance from the accuracy viewpoint for applications; e.g., in aircraft industry [17] or remote sensing [16] . It also provides more consistency in predictions over time in comparison to ML models such as decision tree or SVM [47] . LSTMs come in many variances such as gated recurrent unit (GRU), bidirectional LSTM [48] , attention LSTM [49] and stacked variances that promise model quality improvements [50] [51] [52] at the cost of model complexity and consequently higher requirement of computational power.
It is also suitable to mention the convolutional neural networks (CNNs), autoencoders, generative adversarial networks (GANs), fully connected (FC) networks and any of their combinations. They are also candidates for proactive time series forecasting under neural network umbrella [53]- [55] . The combination of CNN and attention function [50] brings the new DL architecture called temporal convolutional nets (TCN). They have been reported to outperform RNN in several language-to-language translation benchmarks in both speed and accuracy performance [56] .
Based on our knowledge, the fusion of DL models with IDSs for proactive monitoring and security protection has not yet been fully investigated and exploited. There is a growing interest in proactive monitoring solutions, meaning that the monitoring systems are expected to provide an estimation of the near future behaviour for multiple monitoring channels simultaneously. If the environment is extremely fastchanging, it is a challenge to keep a normal profile of the multi-channel monitoring activities up-to-date in a proactive way. Normal profile with the near future behaviour estimation has to be built proactively based on the knowledge of the past normal activities. Hence, significant deviations from the normal profile should be considered as anomalous activity [6] , [57] . The training of DL model is thus required to forecast the normal activity profile in the near future as accurate as possible.
From the speed point of view, DL is making profits from using specialized hardware in accelerated computing environments. The current mainstream solution is to use Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) as general purpose processors to accelerate computing [14] , [58] , or other advancements such as Tensor Processing Units (TPU) [13] , [59] .
C. MOTIVATION AND CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE WORK
Based on the context presented in Section II-A and II-B, the motivation of our work is to provide a proactive network monitoring solution, which collaborates with IDS supervising computing infrastructure. The aim is to challenge and enhance security protection. The solution joins the newest trend in multivariate time series forecasting with DL promise (Section II-B) for simultaneous modeling of multiple monitoring channels. The major contributions of the work presented in this paper are:
• Full architecture design for both development and deployment phases of the intelligent module cooperating with the IDS supervising network flows.
• Bridging the recent state-of-the-art DL architectures in the problem of multi-channel sequence modeling as the core of the intelligent module for proactive network monitoring and anomaly detection.
• Joining self-supervised learning with data preprocessing while ensuring high quality model performance in dynamic and evolving environment.
• Building a data preprocessing module leveraging a Big Data facility to deliver feature engineering automation, working directly with raw logs and logging process.
• Employing advanced technologies such as DL modeling with GPU support, Big Data processing and data analytic, modern generation IDS to work together for network monitoring and security protection benefits.
• Providing extensive experiments on production datasets with a thorough evaluation of model behavior, design complexity and robustness of the chosen technologies.
III. EMBEDDING ARCHITECTURE FOR INTELLIGENT MODULE A. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The proposed architecture of a computer network supervising IDS with embedded intelligent module is presented in Figure 2 . The solid lines depict data flow, dashed lines control flow, and dotted lines with double-headed arrows stand for labels. The architecture describes workflows for both development and deployment phases with configurable parameters (see Table 1 ). System components can be seen under 3 main modules, where each module is built of several blocks: 1) The IDS module provides monitoring, logging, and security management of computing infrastructure (green blocks labelled with ''supervising IDS'' in Figure 2 ). 2) The data processing module manages online and offline processing (dark green blocks) as well as feature engineering (involves data cleaning, data transformation, feature extraction, and feature selection as can be seen in Figure 4 ). It interacts with the data repository block ( Figure 2 ) and controls model building (the orange block) in deployment phase.
3) The proactive forecasting module produces DL models based on ML methodology and DL modeling. The module closely works with the data processing module to get access to data in the data repository and enable data analytic as well as training and testing models during the development phase. After a model is developed, it undergoes usual training process known from the ML application development lifecycle. Once the training is complete, the model performance (or model quality as described in Section IV-D) is evaluated and the best model is used in the deployment phase on online data. Evaluation results are reported to the security management system as situational awareness (Section III-C) thus the network administrators can evaluate possible threats.
B. PRODUCTION DATASET AND DATA LABELING
Due to real situations with monitoring services and protocols as well as increase of network bandwidth, the building process of the intelligent proactive module faces Big Data problems (Volume, Velocity, Variety and Veracity). Except that, there is a lack of real datasets with labeled data. It is because the data is sensitive and contains information such as internal details on the system, network security information as well as certain personal information. In general, providers of computing resources apprehensively concern with their monitoring log data, which also fall under data protection regulations like GDPR in EU [60] . Therefore, real datasets are usually kept private and are not freely distributed [3] , [61] , [62] .
In this work, the dataset is built from a real network monitoring, which is hanging on a production computing infrastructure of the project partners [63] . Raw monitoring logs are collected by ZEEK/Bro network IDS.
From the point of data labelling, ML techniques with DL as its sub-field can be divided into: 1) supervised learning, which learns from labeled training examples, and 2) unsupervised learning, which attempts to extract information from unlabelled train dataset. However, the distinction between supervised and unsupervised learning is not strict, because there is no objective distinguishing whether a value is a feature or a target provided by a supervisor.
In this work, the self-supervised approach is used for multivariate time series preprocessing and labeling (Equation 4). It is a part of the data processing (Section V) with parameters ( Table 1) .
C. ZEEK/BRO AND HYBRID SECURITY SOLUTION
In our architecture, monitoring, logging and security management of network activities is performed by employing ZEEK/Bro (Section III-B). The network IDS comes with an extended set of scripts to support functionality enhancements in a reactive way. However, the design presented in this work can be easily adapted to another network IDS with minimal integration effort. The IDS is supervising network segment in production with hybrid (star) network topology connecting computing infrastructure ( Figure 1 ). The number of nodes is around 200 in real production site and includes nodes of the HPC, Grid, Cloud, and Mesos cluster for high performance computing and Big Data processing as well as web servers, DNS servers, data storage nodes (FTP, SFTP, gridFTP services), service and control nodes.
It is important to mention that an universal solution, which solves all the security problems, does not exist. Here is a need for combining solutions into a complex solution. The hybrid strategy for anomaly detection is composed of misuse detection, outliers detection and proactive monitoring [64] . It works in an extendable way with external intelligent modules as follows: 1) external modules provides their detection results as probabilities [62] to the supervising IDS; 2) based on these probabilities, IDS leverages security protection actions required by the external ML modules.
Misuse detection works fast and in near real-time like reactive solutions. Concretely, ZEEK/Bro is ready to work with external intelligent modules for IDS functionality enhancements. Examples of such modules include our prior work [62] and the works [65] , [66] .
Outliers detection in a reactive way is also well-examined. ZEEK/Bro Analysis Tools [67] also contain the Isolation Forest method, which can point out anomaly data points in protocol logs as outliers. The IDS is ready to work with other implementations such as logistic regression, SVM, multilayer perceptron, decision tree or kNN if delivered.
Proactive monitoring module in our work detects abnormal states of monitored channels. Anomalies are identified as significant deviations from the normal activity level values. The most important point is the accuracy of forecasting y in comparison with real values of y in order to keep false positive warnings as low as possible. The overall anomaly detection score for m monitoring channels at time t is calculated in Equations 1 and 2.
where y t is a vector of real values of m channels at time t; y t is a vector of predicted values of y t computed at
and SMAPE value is in 200% range; model is a type of the selected model in production Abnormal state warning in time t is triggered when the condition in Equation 3 is valid.
Fine-tuning of α and θ is realized in cooperation with network administrators. Experimental results (Section VI-B) show that trained DL models (Section IV) have a stable behavior with low error levels.
IV. PROACTIVE FORECASTING MODULE A. FORMAL DESCRIPTION
The mathematical ground of proactive forecasting of the y value at the next time point (t + 1) is based on the y values at previous p time points [68] , [69] with added/subtracted error terms. It is also generalized to k-horizon forecasting (Equation 4 and Figure 3 ) as follows:
In our domain data, y t is a multi-dimensional vector containing values y t,1 , y t,2 , . . . , y t,m of m monitoring channels for proactive modeling.
Usually, real data is not stationary, however different methods can be applied in order to keep it in its trend [68] . Ordinary differential equation (ODE) describes dynamically changing phenomena using mathematical differentials and derivatives. We denote the use of ODE stabilization as ∂ parameter in Table 1 . The first order of ODE expresses the evolution of y in time denoted as y (Equation 6). Neural networks are effective universal approximators, which have recently shown promising results in many ML tasks including those with sequence inputs [70] . The simplest and widely used formal description of a neural network is the nonlinear weighted sum (Equation 7)
where y is the output, f A is the activation function (e.g., tanh, sigmoid, softmax or rectifier), b is the bias; w is the weight vector; and x is the input vector of size n.
1) MULTILAYER PERCEPTRON (MLP)
MLP is build as a baseline model for comparison. Our MLP model is a feed-forward neural network (FFNN) with (at least) 3 fully-connected (FC) layers: input, hidden and output. The number of hidden layers is customizable and MLP model is trained using back-propagation.
2) AUTOENCODER MLP
MLPs can be deeper with more layers in special structures, such as non-recurrent autoencoder with MLP. The autoencoder consists of two parts: encoder and decoder [18] , [71] . The encoder (Equation 8) compresses data from the input (X ) into a short code (latent vector). The decoder (Equation 9) decompresses the code back, attempting to minimize the reconstruction error through the euclidean distance (Equation 10).
When observations are modeled as multi-channel vectors, our MLP encoder consists of FC 128, 64, and 32 neuron layers. The decoder is constructed the same way, but the in reverse order. The latent layer is a FC 16 neuron layer. The sizes of the filters are based on experiments conducted on domain data.
3) LONG SHORT-TERM MEMORY (LSTM)
As mentioned in Section II-B, RNNs handle sequences by having a recurrent hidden state, whose activation at each time is dependent on previous time steps [18] . The most famous RNN special units (building blocks) are LSTM (Equations 11 to 16) and GRU (Equations 17 to 20). They are similar in overall structure, but GRU has a simpler form [46] , [72] .
where x is the input vector; W is the recurrent connection at the previous hidden and current hidden layer; U is the weight matrix connecting the inputs to the current hidden layer; * is the element-wise multiplication and ignore bias term; σ is a logistic sigmoid function;C is a hidden state computed based on the current input and the previous hidden state.
4) GATED RECURRENT UNIT (GRU)
GRU has a reset (r) gate and an update gate (z) instead of the input (i), output (o), and forget (f ) gates of the LSTM. GRU also has shown to be faster in training than LSTM [72] .
Output hidden state
LSTM (as well as GRU and RNN) comes with more complex versions such as bidirectional LSTM, autoencoder LSTM, or stacked LSTM with more RNN blocks.
5) BIDIRECTIONAL LSTM
This architecture [48] combines an LSTM that moves forward through time from the start of the sequence, with another LSTM that moves backward through time from the end of the sequence. This allows o t to compute a representation that depends on both the past and the future, with most sensitive input gate i t , without fixed time-step specification around t.
6) AUTOENCODER (seq2seq) LSTM
The idea is borrowed from natural language processing and video representation [73] as sequence to sequence (seq2seq) modeling of time series data. Our autoencoder LSTM model is built with two recurrent blocks (which can be LSTM or GRU) connected by repeat vector.
7) ATTENTION LSTM
The attention mechanism for sequence to sequence modeling is recently published in [49] , [50] , [74] for neural machine translation. The mechanism is an improvement to the model that allows it to pay attention to different words in the input sequence as it outputs each word in the output sequence. The attention LSTM model in this work is built by adding one self-attention layer with local attention to bidirectional LSTM block.
8) CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK (CNN)
CNNs were originally developed for working with two-dimensional image data. However, they also show effectiveness in automatic feature extraction and feature learning from sequence data. Our CNN model consists of a convolutional layer (Conv1D) that reads across the subsequence, followed by a max pooling layer that reduces to the most salient features and the output vector goes through flatten and FC layer.
9) TEMPORAL CONVOLUTIONAL NETS (TCN)
The recent combination of CNN and attention function brings a new TCN architecture [53], [75] , which promises outstanding performance in speed and accuracy in natural language processing [56] . Our TCN model has a customizable structure and it is built using the keras-tcn library [76] .
10) STACKED MODELS
Stacked models and stacked hidden layers make the model deeper [71] . This promises more accurate learning but at the cost of the model complexity and the cost of computing resources during training. Stacked model consists of multiple hidden layers (or blocks) where each layer contains customizable multiple memory cells, one on top of another. An example of a stacked model is stacked LSTM or stacked TCN.
C. MODEL BUILDING
Our model building process is presented in Algorithm 1 as a simplified workflow of the proactive forecasting module.
The common characteristic of all of our models is that they have the same multi-channel input layer (as modeling variables) and the same multi-channel output FC layer with sigmoid activation. Details about the loss functions, stochastic optimization, activation functions, model quality evaluation and optimization of the learning phase are as follows.
1) LOSS FUNCTIONS
Loss functions measure the inconsistency between the ground truth vector y and the forecasting vector y of n observations. Robustness of a model increases with the decrease of the loss function value. In this work we use the mean · · · ds n,1 , ds n,2 , · · · , ds n,m 
Other metrics such as the cosine similarity cosine or the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) are available as optional reference metrics.
2) STOCHASTIC OPTIMIZATION
Stochastic optimization is used to optimize loss functions. In our work, Adam (adaptive moment estimation) [77] is applied. Adam uses the first-order gradients to compute individual adaptive learning rates for different parameters.
3) ACTIVATION FUNCTIONS
Activation functions of the hidden units are used to capture non-linearity. Without the non-linearity, the network would not be more powerful than plain perceptrons without hidden layers. The most frequently used activation functions (also in our work) are sigmoid function, tanh, Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) and softmax [78] . In this work, sigmoid (Equation 23) is used for the output layer and ReLU (Equation 24) is used for the hidden layers.
D. MODEL QUALITY EVALUATION
In order to evaluate model quality with real values, the symmetric mean absolute percentage error (SMAPE) (Equations 25) and cosine similarity (Equations 26) are chosen for the main metrics. SMAPE formula provides results in 200% scale interpretation instead of the frequently used 100% scale interpretation. It is less sensitive to low-volume items (i.e., near-zero) in comparison with other similar metrics such as MAPE [79] .
Other metrics such as the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), the coefficient of determination R 2 , and the root mean square error (RMSE) are also available as optional reference metrics. In this work, we use phrases ''model quality'' and ''model performance'' interchangeably.
The difference between loss functions and the model quality evaluation is the data scale dimension. Loss functions deal with y and y in transformed min-max scale, while the model quality evaluation compares y and y in the real scale. Data transformation for k-horizon forecasting (Equation 4) is done in Algorithm 1 (line 11 to 15).
E. MODEL OPTIMIZATION AND SELECTION
ML and optimisation are two important fields of AI interacting frequently with each other in order to improve learning and/or search capabilities [80] . In the context of our work, the optimization process focuses on finding the best (optimal) model from a group of alternative candidates based on the already described evaluation metrics (Section IV-D and Equations 25, 26). The most well-known approach is to perform a grid search over different parameters. More advanced optimization algorithms follow metaheuristic direction [37] . However, they are very complex for ML/DL modeling with potentially large datasets due to higher computational cost. Bayesian optimization based on a sequential design strategy is used for our model behavior estimations (Section VI); i.e., hyper-parameter (Table 2 ) tuning in the multi-dimensional space [81] .
F. LEARNING COMPLEXITY
The complexity of the production learning phase (Algorithm 1), which has to be retrained periodically in T , is
where O ts is the complexity of creating training data in the predefined time series format (Equation 5); O model is the complexity of model training, which depends on the DL architecture; p is the sequence dependency length (Table 1) ; m is the number of monitoring channels; n is the number of observations in the training data.
Usually, O ts does not get a large value, O model is in the range of hours for one year data ( Table 6 ) even for the most expensive DL model, and T is in the range of months for model adaptive retraining ( Table 2 , Section VI-A -Computing resource). Therefore, the complexity of the learning phase is not critical in production even with DL modeling.
It is suitable to remark that the learning phase is highly compute-intensive in ML development due to model optimization and selection (Section IV-E).
V. DATA PROCESSING A. FEATURE ENGINEERING
Data processing, especially data preprocessing, is a crucial part of the whole model training process. It is periodically triggered and controlled in the feature engineering phase (Figure 2) . Although DL has a strong feature-learning ability, in our case it still cannot learn the domain knowledge directly from all the types of data logs. Therefore, data preprocessing provides an efficient way to help deep neural networks to work properly and to provide better quality and stability of models.
It cooperates with the IDS in-situ filtering to challenge massive online data streams coming from the network monitoring as raw sensitive logs, which are continuously stored in the data repository (Figure 2 ). Based on the IDS configuration, logs of the selected protocols (connection, DNS, HTTP, SIP, SSL, and SSH) are streamed into separate log files with time-based ordered data. These files are further organized in a hierarchical directory structure by year, month and day. Each monitored network activity is recorded with various features including timestamps and unique ID.
In order to cope with off-line and intensive model development phase, state-of-the-art Big Data processing and analytic stacks are used. These comprise of Apache Spark [19] , Apache Parquet [82] (columnar data storage format) and Apache Arrow [83] (cross-language development platform for columnar in-memory data). Apache Arrow also provides computational libraries and zero-copy streaming messaging and inter-process communication.
Smooth sliding transformation is an operation that helps to remove short-term variations from a series in order to reveal long-term trends [84] . Therefore, the transformation from raw logs into ML data is realized with settable window size w and sliding step s, where s ≤ w (Figure 3 ). When following this approach, dependencies among observations are reinforced. Here, the Spark SQL [85] is employed, which includes a cost-based optimizer, columnar storage and code generation to make queries fast.
B. FEATURE EXTRACTION
The feature extraction process is presented in Algorithm 2. It aims to cover already mentioned processing mechanisms in Section V. The most complex function here is the data transformation mapping(tx (p) → tx (l) ), which transforms and aggregates data (sliding window) into a logical taxonomy. The transformation is based on physical taxonomy mapping of raw logs [10] . The mapping is realized with Spark SQL [85] , which enables processing of time-growing datasets at a scale.
C. FEATURE SELECTION
Due to the large number of protocol features that can be extracted from the datapool, data selection query (Q) is designed with descriptive syntax. The point is to obtain a narrower set of features (i.e., multiple channels for monitoring) across different protocols and consequently join them by sliding window #window_start, window_end. An example of such selection query is as follows: This query is used for experiments presented in this work (Section VI). The query syntax provides renaming manner (using ∼) applied on column names in the output ML dataset (D) thus a name conflict can be solved easily. Monitoring activities are classified as protocols and then for each protocol into incoming (in), outgoing (out) and internal (internal) flows (Figure 1 and 5 ). While the main interest is towards the incoming activities, outgoing and internal flows are also interesting from the anomaly monitoring point of view. In this way, data selection query defines logical taxonomy of the ML data. The query syntax makes it easy to change, extend and adapt to the needs of the ML development phase.
Features extracted in the data preprocessing phase are tested against linear correlations by matrix reduced row echelon form (RREF), intermittent demand, autocorrelation (ACF) and unit root using Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test with the critical value θ = ± 1.96 √ n where n is the number of observations. Features that fail the tests are not further considered for modelling.
Non-linear feature correlations are tested using the mutual information (MI or I ) for variables with continuous distribution. The MI of two random variables X and Y is a measure of the mutual dependence between them. MI has a straightforward interpretation, it is insensitive to the size of X and Y [86] . The concept of MI is linked to information entropy (H) [87] , [88] denoted as in Equation 28 :
The unit of information depends on the base of the logarithm. If the base is 2, the most used, then the information is measured in bits.
In case of variables with continuous value distribution, it is hard to calculate MI from real values (Equation 29). Therefore, MI estimation relies on non-parametric methods based on entropy estimation from κ-nearest neighbors distances to avoid the binning approach [89] , [90] . Small values of κ reduce general systematic errors, while large κ leads to smaller statistical errors. Monitoring channels with higher non-linear correlations are selected for joint multivariate modeling. VOLUME 8, 2020 
D. DATA PROCESSING COMPLEXITY
Data preprocessing deals with Big Data and is computeintensive in the ML development phase. This is challenging due to exploratory data analysis natural for ML application building process, which has to be done (in addition) repeatedly. However, in production (i.e., deployment phase) in each period τ , the preprocessing (Algorithm 2) is triggered with the complexity:
where protocols is the number of protocols in IDS logs as in physical taxonomy ( Figure 5) , w is the window size ( Table 1 ).
The number of protocols is constant [10] . In production, the period (τ = s) is in 1 to 10 minutes range, which is always much bigger than T preprocessing . Technological support and realization (Section V) ensure a fast and light-weight data transformation in deployment as well as robustness to challenge large-scale data transformation in development.
VI. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATIONS A. SETUP 1) DATASET DESCRIPTION
The work presented in this paper deals with real data collected from an existing network IDS (ZEEK/Bro, as already stated in Section III), which supervises computing infrastructure network, services and activities. Collected data is available as raw logs and continuous stream with sensitive security information. Online traffic data contains approximately 2TB/day of network traffic monitoring. The data preprocessed from massive raw binary form (Section V) is continuously growing in time. Currently, its total size is 150 GB. Each day, more than 3.7 millions (10 6 ) events ordered in time is stored in more than 400 files. There are more than 1.35 billion (10 9 ) events after one year.
2) DATA TAXONOMY
Physical taxonomy of the raw collected data is described in the online ZEEK/Bro documentation [10] . ML data is prepared using the Algorithm 2 for all the evaluated DL models that are described in Section IV-B. As depicted in Figure 1 , monitoring channels are divided in incoming (in), outgoing (out) and internal (internal) flows taking into account preference order of the system administrator. As described in Section V, they are part of protocols and built from customizable data selection queries; ML datasets for multiple channel modeling are also selected. While the main interest of the system administrator is towards incoming activities, we present experiment results towards incoming flows, especially for connections conn and ssh protocol in more details in comparison to other protocols.
3) DATAPOOLS
Data transformation (Algorithm 2) based on the data taxonomy and predefined parameter settings ( Table 2 ) results in a datapool with time ordered data. The ML dataset for sequence modeling can be queried from the datapool by user-defined data selection queries.
4) CROSS VALIDATION
Due to the nature of time series data, the standard k-fold cross validation cannot be performed. Instead of it, we employ the time-based hold-out validation [91] , [92] , for which training data has always lower time indexes than testing data. Time ranges for training and testing data are also hyper-parameters ( Table 2 ). In this work, Bayesian optimization is chosen as the sequential strategy for optimal model selection and hyper-parameter tuning.
5) MODEL QUALITY AND MODEL STABILITY
In general, neural networks depend on the initial weights, which are initialized randomly. In addition, different random seed value will lead to inconsistent prediction performance from one training sessions to another. For this reason, the evaluation is repeated multiple times (10x in our case) to ensure model quality and stability in production. After that, average avg (Equation 31), standard deviation std (Equation 32) and coefficient of variation cv (Equation 33 ) are used to quantify the dispersion of values in resulting series r = {r 1 , . . . , r n }.
6) PARAMETER SETTING
Parameter description is presented in Table 1 with default values in Table 2 . The first value is the default one used in the experiments unless a different one is not explicitly declared.
Libraries and source code of the DL models are defined and built as customizable architectures based on developer's settings using DL building layers and blocks with extensions.
7) LIBRARIES
The main libraries that we work with in this work are Keras and Tensorflow for DL modeling [13] and Apache Spark [19] for data preprocessing. Other python libraries for data analytic, data transformation as well as extended packages are mentioned by in-place references.
8) COMPUTING RESOURCES
For the most of our experiments, a diverse set of hardware resources with GPU is used through the DEEP-Hybrid-DataCloud project [63] . These resources are provided by distributed computing e-Infrastructures and accessed through the DEEP stack. However, runtime measurements in Section VI-B are performed on fixed hardware resources, which is Intel R Core TM i7-7700K CPU @ 4.20GHz with 32GB RAM and a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070 8GB GDDR5.
9) OPEN-SOURCE
Source code of the proactive forecasting module is available as a set of open-source components included in the DEEP Open Catalogue [63] , [93] . The module can be downloaded in the form of a source code [94] or as a Docker container [95] , which leverages the DEEPaaS API [96] and is ready to use. Due to the collected data sensitivity, raw datasets are not publicly available, but the ML datasets used for DL modeling are publicly available in [97] .
B. RESULTS AND EVALUATION
In order to evaluate the intelligent module functionality, we have carried out the following experiments with the setup already described in Section VI-A:
1) Model quality evaluation by SMAPE of multiple monitoring channels with ODE stabilization (Table 3) . 2) Model stability comparison by SMAPE with std, cv for conn and ssh (Table 4) . 3) Model stability comparison by cosine with std, cv for conn and ssh ( Table 5 ). 4) Model performance comparison by loss and runtime ( Table 6 ). 5) k-horizon forecasting with LSTM (Table 8 ). 6) p sequence dependency with GRU (Table 7) . 7) Model quality evaluation by SMAPE with avg, std, cv for conn and ssh without ODE stabilization ( Table 9 ). 8) Model quality evaluation without sliding windows (presented in Section V) and without ODE stabilization (Table 10 ).
Based on the experimental results presented in Tables 3, 4 , 5, 6, 8, 7, 9 with vizualization in Figures 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 the following evaluation points are conducted:
1) QUALITY OF DL MODELS
The cooperation of data preprocessing works well with DL modeling. That ensures high quality of models by means of VOLUME 8, 2020 low prediction error (SMAPE and cosine) and better model stability (low std and cv).
• Although there is not a clear winning model of the experiments, LSTM derivates (including GRU) are the best candidates regarding the quality with comparatively similar performance.
• The best top-3 models, which work properly with our domain data, are Attention LSTM, LSTM and GRU (unordered).
• Shallower models like MLP or Conv1D are less stable in prediction as well as in runtime.
• Autoencoder with LSTM (Seq2seq LSTM) provides better prediction in comparison to Autoencoder MLP.
2) ATTENTION LSTM AND TCN
Attention LSTM and TCN models are currently in the center of DL research community. Alhough these models were originally designed for neural machine translation, their outstanding feature is that they can deal with the variability of sequences. This feature is not yet fully exploited by our domain data (Equation 5), but we observe the following results so far:
• Attention LSTM often in the top-3 rank of prediction quality. In many cases its runtime performance is comparable to or better than other LSTM variances.
• TCN is a complex model with the longest runtime ( Table 6 ). It has significantly better quality than MLP, Con1D and Autoencoder MLP, but worse than LSTM variances (Table 9) .
3) IMPACT OF DATA PREPROCESSING ON MODEL QUALITY
• All the models have obviously worse performance with less proper data preprocessing (Figure 7 ). • Model quality is in a narrow range with proper data preprocessing for ∂ = True. Table 3 shows the power of the data preprocessing, which provides the best quality ML data. VOLUME 8, 2020 FIGURE 6. Model quality illustration based on results in Table 9 with ∂ = False.
• Table 9 and Figure 6 with ∂ = False (i.e., less proper data preprocessing) provide error-prone insight into model quality.
• The comparison of ∂ = True, ∂ = False and tumbling windows effect in prediction quality is depicted in Figure 7 , which also supports the previous conclusion on cooperation of data preprocessing and DL modeling. Figure 10 and Figure 11 depict predictions over two days of unseen data with Attention LSTM model with and without ODE stabilization (∂). All models have better performance and stability for ∂ = True (Table 4 ) in comparison to ∂ = False (Table 9 ).
4) HYPER-PARAMETERS k-HORIZON AND p SEQUENCE DEPENDENCY
• k-horizon forecasting parameter is important for the near future forecasting. k defines the horizon as k th sliding step from the time t. Table 8 with visualization in Figure 9 show the stability of our models with parameter conditions as described in Table 1 .
• p sequence dependency length influences the modelling complexity as described in Algorithm 1 and analyzed in Section III-C. The range (6 ≤ p < 18) is fixed based on exploratory data analysis and feature selection tests (SectionV) for the experiment data. Table 7 and Figure 8 show increasing training time in correlation with increasing value of p.
5) MODEL PERFORMANCE FROM THE SPEED POINT OF VIEW
Apart from the modelling performance regarding the accuracy, the speed factor is also interesting and useful. Table 6 presents runtime comparison of the models with default settings in Table 2 .
• In general, the runtime is quite stable with low cv values for LSTM variances including GRU. The exception is Seq2seq LSTM, which is the 4 th worst model out of 10 models in runtime stability.
• MLP, Conv1D and TCN have high cv values not only in accuracy (SMAPE) but also in runtime. • Attention LSTM has one more layer (attention layer) in comparison to LSTM. However, its average runtime is shorter in our experiments with early stopping setting.
• Theoretically, as presented in Section IV-B, GRU is slightly faster than LSTM. The early stopping effect also causes slightly vice-versa runtime results in our experiments.
• It is clear that deeper models like seq2seq LSTM, stacked LSTM and TCN have higher complexity, which reflects in longer runtime. Simpler models like MLP, Conv1D and Autoencoder MLP are faster in training;
• From the balance viewpoint between prediction quality and model complexity, models like Bidirectional LSTM, Seq2seq LSTM, TCN including stacked TCN are too expensive.
6) PREDICTIVE POWER OF MONITORING CHANNEL DATA SERIES
As ML/DL models learn from data, various monitoring channels have various prediction quality as presented in (Table 3) or Table 10 .
• TCN is the most sensitive to intermittent demand especially with sip protocol; TCN performance is not included in Table 10 .
• sip_in can be modeled for prediction with proper data preprocessing. The decision of feature selection is done as described in Section V. However, data characteristics evaluation depends on collected data by the specific monitoring site. It can be changed when applicable to other sites; i.e., with another network traffic characteristics.
7) PAYLOAD MONITORING
Exploratory data analysis was also performed for payload prediction modeling, when multiple monitoring channels were used; i.e., features extracted from the datapool. The results show that from 4 extracted features -in_sum_orig, in_sum_resp, out_sum_orig, and out_sum_resp-only the last one, which indicates mainly the web server payload traffic, can be modeled with good results (SMAPE from 6% to 8% with LSTM model). Payload features are extracted as a volume summaries of sent (orig) and received (resp) data in combination with data flow direction (in and out). They indicate data volume transfer in interaction with computing infrastructure services and its users. The reason of such results is the high stochastic character of download and upload processes of the monitored computing infrastructure. The exploratory data analysis diagram shows near-zero activity for long periods with very high peaks; i.e., some users download or upload large data volumes without any predictable behavior. From the anomaly detection point of view, network administrators get warnings about high peaks based on a simple rule in the monitoring system. Therefore, there is no need for sophisticated modeling of simple cases like the one described.
8) FINAL LOOK BACK ON EXPERIMENTS
In Figure 10 , the model is Attention LSTM with forecasting horizon of one step in advance (10 minutes) and data preprocessing with ODE. Although it seems from the graph that the prediction (dashed line) adheres the real line, there are differences where it deflects from the real values. These differences are numerically calculated (Section IV-D) and presented in Table 3 . With a less proper data preprocessing (without ODE), the prediction (dashed line) adheres less with the real line, which is reflected in worse model stability ( Figure 11 ) as numerically presented in Table 9 . Based on the results presented in Table 3 , Table 9 and Table 10 the effect of preprocessing quality (with ODE, without ODE and tumbling windows) on forecasting quality is depicted in Figure 7 . 
VII. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVE
The work presented in this paper provides a deep insight into the building process of an intelligent module for proactive network monitoring and security protection for computing infrastructures. The intelligent module extends the monitoring capacity of the IDS supervising network traffic flows through a proactive solution using DL techniques, simultaneously modelling multiple monitoring channels. We presented the system's architecture, covering both the development and deployment phases of the module as ML application. The proper connection of DL modelling with scalable data preprocessing ensures high quality model performance in dynamic and fast-changing environments. The data preprocessing module leverages Big Data technologies to deliver feature engineering automation at scale. The proposed solution is carefully evaluated with experiments and presented in Section VI-B.
If there is not an universal solution that solves all the problems, it is suitable to combine several partial into a hybrid solution, where each partial solution can be strong and suitable for fitting different cases (Section III-C). A considerable amount of work needs to be done to deliver an AI solution to a real production environment, in close cooperation with network administrators, in order to cover security incident recognizing, abnormal range exclusion specification (Table 1) as well as feed-backs for next level detection.
